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Abstract 

The new global economy framework is characterised by strategic economic centres formed around networks of 
goods, financial and information flows that constitute the today’s social morphology of our societies. In this scenario 
almost every international company or firm develops its own structure and positioning plan by evaluating the 
business opportunities linked to each possible future branch office. Of course, the way to do business differs a lot 
considering that can be affected by customs, language, culture, laws, geography, infrastructures and business mind-
set for instance and this is why developing a strong relation between the main headquarters and the world spread 
company’s offices has become needful for a company to be successful. The shipping sector is not an exception, on 
the contrary all the shipping companies, especially the liner ones, due to the nature of their business are forced to 
establish regional offices to cover the global market. In particular, this analysis has been conducted with a focus on 
the Mediterranean and on the different positioning strategies adopted by one of the biggest liner carrier in the world, 
the German company Hapag-Lloyd. 

The present research tries to answer to following questions: 
• How do World City Networks and AMPS (Advanced Maritime Producer Services) affect a liner 

shipping company’s positioning plan and how does it work in the Mediterranean? 
• Which variables does a big carrier take into consideration planning its network? 
• Which steps have to be followed entering a new market? 
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1. Introduction 

Globalization has been eased by International trade agreements such as NAFTA (North American Free Trade 
Agreement) and GATT (General Agreement on Tariffs and Trade) that have lowered trade barriers and opened the 
doors to the world marketplace. Services and processes around the world have been standardized assuring the 
customer of a high level of quality, just thinking to Advanced Producer Services and to containerization. When we 
refer to APS (and AMPS – Advanced Maritime Producer Services) we mean all the services needful to international 
and maritime firms to do business at a global level and we will discuss in this paper about their strategic localization 
in the “hot sposts” spread worldwide. The relationship between global companies and APS/AMPS is a sort of mutual 
advantages chain: Global firms place their offices in locations deemed strategic that would not be so if APS/AMPS 
missed; at the same time APS and AMPS set their organization in the same area of international firms in order to 
closely serve their major customers. Nowadays doing business globally is inevitable, especially in the shipping 
sector and undoubtedly, it can provide business with new opportunities for growth and profit. However, there are 
many risks and challenges associated with facing international markets. In fact, to succeed internationally it is 
fundamental to employ trustful people to supervise the global operations and to pay attention to several issues as 
laws, language, culture and policy. Conducting trade in other countries requires being familiar with that country's 
laws, its additional taxes and import duties importing products from other countries. The legal complexities of 
international business can be challenging, and without proper legal information, there might be consequences as 
fines and penalties. English is the dominant business language and it has become almost a necessity for people to 
speak English if they are to enter a global workforce. Researches from all over the world show that cross-border 
business communication is most often conducted in English that is surely the shipping language but mentioning 
Nelson Mandela’s quote: “If you talk to a man in a language he understands, that goes to his head. If you talk to him 
in his language that goes to his heart”. In fact, sometimes it could be of help to communicate in the customer or 
counterpart’s language in order to avoid misunderstandings and to go straight to the point. Language barriers are an 
obvious downside to do business internationally this is why relying on translators is of basic importance to manage 
the customer service in other countries. Indeed, customers may struggle to understand people whose first language is 
different from their own. At the same time, different cultures have different values, and sometimes these differences 
can be harsh. Gender, for example, could prove problematic in countries where women are not given equal rights to 
men. Marketing styles in other countries may differ, and polite behavior in the United States may be impolite 
elsewhere. Some cultures do not take contracts as seriously as others do, and many cultures view the group as more 
important than the individual. Therefore, it is important to learn the cultural complexities of the different places. 
Moreover, in case a company opens a branch office in another country, distance obviously reduces its oversight so it 
is wise to employ people who can promptly inform the top management about the status of the business in other 
countries and who can warn of any potential problems. Without proper oversight, a company would risk to lose the 
global view of the business and to waste millions investing on wrong projects or countries. Obviously all these issues 
can be found in the Mediterranean countries’ markets as well because although the distance between these areas is 
not huge; each area has its own features and issues an entering company has to tackle. In fact, the analysis focuses on 
an area that includes several sub-areas whose countries have been gathered in order to simplify the case-study; of 
course, each sub-area contains countries with similar characteristics and that are geographically close one to another.  

This scenario is characterized then by main players as the biggest worldwide carriers: they can offer similar 
services to the customer; they serve same routings with fleets composed by ships whose dimensions are 
exponentially increasing year after year. In this scenario, even their strategies are similar and in particular, those 
ones concerning the entering in new market area, this is why the analysis focuses on a big carrier taken as model on 
behalf of the other major liner companies. The company taken into consideration is Hapag-Lloyd, ranking sixth 
among the container operators with a fleet capacity of 923,072 TEUs (Twenty-Equivalent-Unit) and a market share 
of 4,5% according to Alphaliner (June 2nd, 2016). The main goal of the research is to observe how a big carrier deals 
with new potential markets in areas characterised by different business mind-set and market rules. As a matter of fact 
for every country involved in the analysis the research has focused on features as its common import/export trades, 
general overview of the country, its own market potential (comparison between 2013 and 2014), its ports’ 
throughput and port investments linked to future scenarios. Actually, this specific topic has no significant published 
sources because these kind of evaluations companies usually do are strictly confidential and may be considered very 
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sensitive data. In fact, international companies usually commit this kind of studies to management consulting firms 
conducting very expensive qualitative and quantitative analysis that allow evaluating management decisions. Some 
useful sources have been of help for this work as the Dynamar B.V. 2014 study on the Mediterranean container 
trades (“The Intra-Mediterranean Container Trades 2014”) that carefully analyses almost every aspects of the 
container trades within the Med. The “weak” of the study is that it excludes those trades to all the other destinations 
as North Continent, America (North, Central and South), Africa (Central and South), Middle East, Asia and Oceania. 
This gap has been filled with precious data provided by Hapag-Lloyd in Genoa, in particular the Med Agents office. 
Finally, to focus on each country taken into consideration, web sites with a brief overview on the different countries 
have been basic (World Bank, World Economic Forum and BBC’s web sites).  

The methodology can be described as follows. The scientific documents about the World City Network studies 
have been used to elaborate the first part about the most economic and financial cities all over the world and their 
strength to attract the biggest multinational firms thanks to all the Advanced Produced Services they offer. Then we 
worked on a research concerning all the Med Agents ports and main cities by the mean of World Shipping Register 
web site, checking which Advanced Maritime Producer Services can be found there. In particular, we set some 
filters in our study looking just for several services as Maritime Lawyer, P&I insurance, Maritime Organizations and 
Consultant-Surveyors. Through interviews to experts, we drafted a list of crucial points to develop in this work and 
which steps would have been followed. We decided to focus on all the Med Agents Countries and to compare these 
countries with Italy and Turkey. These two countries have been chosen because Italy is a country where Hapag-
Lloyd has its own agency and a solid structure while Turkish framework is a particular scenario where HL operates 
by a Joint Venture that is an advanced step in a company’s positioning path.  Checking the Hapag-Lloyd Med 
Agents internal reports for years 2012-2013-2014 and some expected results for 2015, we obtained the data 
necessary for the analysis. Gathered all these information an analysis concerning which features should be evaluated 
to choose a country as potential place to open a branch office has been developed. GDP, competition, geographic 
aspects, logistic infrastructure, ports’ throughput, future investments, political and economic situation together with 
the APMS location can be deemed fundamental according to the research results.  

 
 
1.1 World City Networks and APS (Advanced Producer Services) 
 

The 1970s marked the beginning of a significant reorganization of the world economy by a process commonly 
known as globalization: investments and production were no longer confined to national context but started to 
become increasingly dispersed across the globe. The emergence of new information technologies and evolutions 
in the transport sector gave birth to a new international division labor. It has indeed been possible for companies 
to decentralize production, in particular those processes not requiring skilled workers, to low wage countries, 
keeping the leading cities as control centers of the world economy and as playmakers for the successful 
integration and connection between the globally distributed production sites. This new global economy 
framework is therefore characterized by networks that constitute the today’s social morphology of our societies 
formed around networks of goods, financial and information flows.1 M. Castells claims that a passage from 
”space of places” to “space of flows” has taken place as a matter of fact cities’ hierarchical position is 
determined not only by their hinterland but by their status within networks of flows as well.2 These networks 
require command and control nodes in order to function and this role is embodied by World Cities, places where 
transnational corporations locate their headquarters and from where the new international division of labor is 
organized. World Cities no longer play the same role in the articulation of the above- mentioned flows as they did 
in 1970s and 1980s: the majority of corporate headquarters were located in major western cities while nowadays 
we can witness the rising importance of the so-called “emerging markets”.   
WCNs are defined by the presence or the absence of TNC (Transnational corporations) headquarters but this is 
not the only distinguishing characteristic. For Sassen it is crucial to consider the role of Advanced Producer 
Services (APS), those corporate services that allow the world economy to operate through the expert assistance 
they give to both the private and public sectors.3 The term APS covers such activities as banking, accountancy, 
insurance, advertising, public relations, law and management consulting; all these services became “global” at the 
same time as their main clients (TNCs) and many of them often grew to services supplier TNCs too. The clearest 
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